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OUR VIEW

OTHER VIEWS

YOUR VIEWS

Time to think positively about 
Pendleton’s problems

other pending issues to a minimum — pretty 

Rick Rohde
Pendleton

Early voting states have too 
much power in elections

Thomas L. Farney
Hermiston

having any say on 

had their say on the 
matter when it voted 
on Measure 91 

Maybe the 

they are in the 

want to be proven 

destroying weed that 

Half of Pendleton 
council doesn’t 

want public input

Thomas L. Friedman won the 2002 Pulitzer 
Prize for commentary, his third Pulitzer for 
The New York Times. He became the paper’s 
foreign-affairs Op-Ed columnist in 1995.

Thomas 

Friedman

Comment

The (Eugene) Register-Guard

target areas where deputized trophy 

primary reason is not predation, but a 

Studies show that hunting disrupts the 

done with bears, and stop trophy hunting 

OTHER VIEWS

It makes sense 
to be against 
marijuana 
businesses, 
but it’s hard 

to understand 
being against a 
public vote on 

the matter. 


